Directions to ALE Central Meetings
Hosted at the Emory CCI / BMI Lab
Psychology And Interdisciplinary Sciences [PAIS] Building, 36 Eagle Row, Atlanta GA 30322

Driving on North Decatur Road from either the east or west, enter the traffic circle at the main entrance to the Emory campus. Exit the circle on the north east side so you are heading north on Oxford Road. You will pass a Falafel King on your left and shortly a Starbucks / Barnes & Noble on your right. Turn right at the first street, then stay to the left on Eagle Row at the stop sign (~10 yards in). Turn into the first parking lot on the left [area # 3262 on map in pink], where parking is free in the evenings. The PAIS building [shown in yellow, building # 2045 on the map] is across the street from the parking lot.

Enter the PAIS building on the north end (nearest the parking lot) and take the stairs or elevator up ONE FLOOR**. Walk to the south end of building on that floor and take the south end elevator up to the 5th floor. The classroom is an obvious glass walled room in the CCI / BMI lab area.

Call 404-315-0406 if you find the doors locked after 7:30.

**Please don't take the north end elevator up to the 5th floor! That's a closed lab space and you will not be welcome there! Use the elevator on the building's south end to get to the 5th floor!**